
Arti�cial EmotionsGood Bye Mr. Spock!Rodrigo Ventura, Lu��s Cust�odio, and Carlos Pinto-FerreiraInstituto de Sistemas e Rob�oticaInstituto Superior T�ecnicoRua Rovisco Pais, 11096 Lisboa Codex, PortugalTel. +351-1-8418271fyoda,lmmc,cpfg@isr.ist.utl.ptAbstractThe question of implementing emotions in robotsis twofold: on the on hand it should be veri�edwhether such an e�ort is valuable, and on theother it should be determined whether the im-plementation is feasible. The answer to the �rstquestion seems easy: besides and beyond the rea-sons of pure intellectual curiosity and scienti�cresearch, emotions should be studied and imple-mented if the overall behavior of such robots isbetter than their unemotional counterparts withrespect to behaving e�ciently in a real world en-vironment. Two diverse opinions have emerged inthe previous discussion. One, due to McCarthy,asserts that emotions will introduce obstacles inthe communication among robots and human be-ings (McCarthy, 1995). On the other hand, Min-sky sustains the opinion that it is impossible toimplement intelligence without emotions (Minsky,1988).In this paper we analyze these perspectives, dis-cuss a possible way to approach the topic, andprovide an architecture to implement emotions,which has shown some very interesting character-istics. We sustain that the research on emotions| from the Arti�cial Intelligence point of view |is valuable and worth pursuing.You [humans] are, after all, essentially irrational....Spock, \Metamorphosis," stardate 3220.3.The need for emotionsIt is an uncontroversial assertion that emotionsplay an important role in the behavior of humanbeings. What is not so clear is whether emotionsshould be implemented in robots.Emotions can be analyzed under two di�eringpoints of view: an external, behavioral, in whichcommunication among individuals is considered tobe helped by cues provided by emotion-based atti-tudes, and internal, functional, in which, followingrecent results of research, the mechanisms of emo-tion are crucial in the understanding of decisionmaking processes. Of course, these di�erent as-pects correspond to the two sides of the very samecoin. However, from a methodological perspec-tive, researchers interested in studying and model-ing emotions should place themselves with respectto these two points of view.

When John McCarthy asserts that \robotsshould not be equipped with human-like emo-tions," (McCarthy, 1995) he is concerned with theadditional complexity in understanding the behav-ior of a robot (the cues it provides) in a relation-ship with human beings | the behavioral side ofthe coin. On the other hand, when Marvin Min-sky states that it is not possible to achieve intelli-gence without emotions (Minsky, 1988), he is con-sidering the inner workings of the human decisionmaking mechanism, that is to say, the functionalside of the coin. We assert that both perspectivesrely on sound arguments; however, we sustain that,notwithstanding the di�culties and costs of the en-terprise, it is worth pursuing.It is not an easy task to convince ourselves (andothers, of course), that studying emotions is valu-able and useful in the framework of Arti�cial In-telligence. Some very entrenched prejudices andmisconceptions are di�cult to overcome.At �rst sight, emotional behavior seems to be aregrettable heritage from our animal ancestors, al-ways to avoid and to be ashamed of, somethingwhose only value was to be the �rst step on thejourney to `rational' thinking. Now we suspectthat emotional mechanisms are powerful weaponsto allow quick decision making in complex environ-ments.The deeper the study of AI, and other cogni-tive sciences, the more we conclude that the ob-jective of constructing a robot performing compe-tently among human beings, conducts to a swampof increasing complexity.However, dealing with more and more complex-ity is the saga of AI: at the very beginning, theemulation of intelligent behavior was approachedby the incorporation of sophisticated mechanismsof inference. From a certain moment on, it wasfound out that knowledge | and not only reason-ing | was a crucial element to include in this melt-ing pot. Then, some years later, we were told thatintelligence is inseparable from perceiving and act-ing, which took us back to the blackboard, to thetask of studying agents and building robots. Socialbehavior, uncertainty, and other topics were addedto help us in this quest to intelligence.However, recent research in the �eld of neuro-



science has demonstrated without any shadow ofdoubt that emotions underlie the mechanism toachieve quick and adequate decisions when the sit-uation demands urgent action (Damasio, 1994).When there is plenty of time to decide (that isto say, it seems that nothing very serious is go-ing to happen in the short run), decisions tend tobe based on what is called \rational" processes |involving reasoning and deduction.Nature did not entrust the responsibility of ur-gent decision making to sophisticated mechanismsof reasoning. When designing and constructingrobots, why should we?Reasoning | and particularly logic | is tooheavy in terms of computation to be useful in thevast majority of daily life decision making. It istrue that we achieve epistemologic adequacy fol-lowing a logic-based approach; however, the heuris-tic adequacy is lost. And, when real-time deci-sion making is the aim, not achieving heuristic ad-equacy implies losing epistemologic adequacy, inthe sense that we risk to make the correct decisionat the wrong time.Following the research of Damasio (Damasio,1994), we hypothesize that the more urgent andserious the situation is, the less we reason and themore emotion-based the decision is. And this isnot to regret or to be sorrow: it is our way to dealwith complexity.When explaining what underlay a certain course ofaction it is always embarrassing and uncomfortableto state that it was an emotional reaction to thecircumstances: even if it was perfectly adequate tothe situation, it always seems arbitrary, untaught,and irrational.However, rationality cannot and should not beconfused with optimality: as we have painfullylearned in the past few decades, the goal of achiev-ing optimal solutions is not compatible with �nd-ing answers to real-world problems. On the otherhand, understanding rationality as solution ade-quacy | considering what the agent knows aboutthe situation | suggests a di�erent approach tocope with di�cult, real problems. Based on theDamasio's work (Damasio, 1994), it seems that in-tuition | possibly a result of the machinery ofemotions exhibits these characteristics of adequacywe are searching for.Not surprisingly, when trying to convince someoneabout an argument (in the technical sense of theword, a set of premises and a conclusion), some-body saying just `I feel that such and such fact im-ply the conclusion,' is not being very persuasive...In fact, one of the drawbacks of implementingemotions is that the resulting behaviors are not ex-plainable. And explanations are crucial in teachingand convincing others about our own decisions. On

the other hand, it is essential to understand howemotions work in human beings and animals to de-velop a framework underlying future implementa-tions.Understanding emotions is di�cult because, asthey are not derived from verbal thinking, theyare very di�cult to translate verbally. Followingthe Western Civilization traditional approach, whatcannot be stated verbally, as cannot be communi-cated, does not deserve consideration. However,the fact of being unable to understand a topic, anidea or a concept does not necessarily means thatit is not relevant...The question is how to teach (and learn!) ad-equate emotional behavior. As it is based on ex-perience, it is not possible to transmit this kind ofknowledge. So, how to teach such kind of behaviorto robots? Of course, the only way is to exposethem to situations demanding urgent and properaction, provided that they include a mechanism todeal with emotions.The proposed approachThere have been several approaches to incorporateemotions in agents. These approaches can be di-vided in two groups: the �rst one is based on anon-emotion layer, and adds emotion-like capabil-ities on top of that | a behavioral approach. Forinstance, in the context of the OZ project at CMU(Reilly and Bates, 1992), the Em module, addsemotional behavior to agents architectures. At thelower levels of the architecture, reactive and plan-ning modules (Bates et al., 1992) bridges the gapbetween the perceive-think-react loop and thesehigher level components. These kind of architec-tures, instead of being supported by emotions, arerather enhanced by a higher level module imple-menting emotions. The emotion model of the Emmodule was based on a cognitive approach to hu-man emotions due to Ortony et al (Ortony et al.,1988).We shall call the second a functional ap-proach, and is constructed in an emotion-orientedparadigm from its foundations. One such systemcan be found in (Vel�asquez, 1997), which pursuitsemotional behavior by building a society of agents(in the sense of (Minsky, 1988)). Each agent (called\emotion proto-specialist") contributes to the out-coming emotional behavior in a particular way.These agents can be identi�ed with basic emotions(Ekman, 1992). This particular system is stronglyoriented towards the simulation of human emo-tions, all the way down to the level of hormonechemistry.Albeit the ideas presented in this paper are basedon human emotions, we detach from taking into ac-count excessive detail (with respect to �siologicalissues), preferring a more abstract level. We arerather interested in understanding how the mech-anisms underlying human emotions can contributeto a more general context of machine intelligence



(Yeap, 1997).Each one of the above approaches is motivatedby di�erent ways of understanding the role of emo-tions in human behavior. The �rst one derives fromviewing them as an extra mechanism humans makeuse of. They are not viewed as an essential partof the workings of the human mind. On the oppo-site, we believe that emotions are the foundationsof a rational mind. Recent trends in neuroscience(Damasio, 1994; LeDoux, 1996) motivate and sup-port this belief. In fact emotions are much morethan just \emotions" or what is currently describedas emotional behavior. They result from a mecha-nism on top of which, more complex and elabora-tive functioning is built.The agent architecture we hypothesize is basedon a double perspective from which external stim-uli are processed: a cognitive, elaborative | whichallows the agent to understand what is happeningand what it knows about the world, and a per-ceptual, immediate | which permits them to reactquickly, and therefore has a simpler and more basicrepresentation than the former. For instance, theimage of a zebra can be viewed as an animal withfour legs, with a striped coloring, etc. A myriad ofconsiderations can be drawn by a careful observerfrom this image. But to a lion, these considerationshave little importance, since the zebra's image trig-gers on it a predator behavior.The architecture we propose in this paper is thenbased on this double perspective. External stim-uli are simultaneously processed by two systems:a cognitive processor which extracts the cognitivefeatures of the stimulus, and a perceptual proces-sor which provides a more basic assessment of thesame stimulus.In a neuroscience context, this double layeringhas been discussed in several biological models ofhuman emotions: namely the Cannon-Bard theory((LeDoux, 1996), pg. 82{85) and the Papez circuittheory ((LeDoux, 1996), pg. 87{90).The objects that result from the cognitive pro-cessor are complex, rich, divisible (in parts, maybehierarchically), structured, therefore presentingdi�culties in handling them. Examples of suchobjects are visual images, auditory time-frequencyrepresentations, etc. There is strong evidence thathumans reason directly at the level of visual images((Damasio, 1994), pg 106). We thus shall call suchimages as generalized images (GIM).On the other hand, objects resulting from theperceptual processor are simple, basic, indivisible,therefore easily handled, although they lack rich-ness to represent more complex objects. We shallcall such an object a vector of desirability | anordered set of basic built-in characteristics, whichprovides a direct assessment of the stimulus undera perceptual point of view (is it positive/negative?,desirable/avoidable?, etc.).After these two kinds of objects are obtained,there are two complementary mechanisms that actupon them. First, cognitive objects are markedby perceptual ones. For instance, the cognitively

processed image of a zebra must be associatedwith a very basic predatorial instinct in the lion'smind. This mechanism is inspired in the \somaticmarker" concept that Damasio (Damasio, 1994)hypothesizes. This marking can be said to as-sign meaning to the corresponding cognitive ob-ject. The second mechanism indexes cognitive ob-jects by the means of perceptual ones. This allowsthe agent to have quick access to a cognitive con-text (for reasoning purposes, for instance), givena basic, primitive stimulus. For instance, picturea big fast object moving towards the reader: your�rst impulse is basic, instinctive, thus based on per-ceptual information (such as color changes, opticalow, etc.). Only after some time (which is prob-ably spent with diverting from the object's path),the higher, slower parts of the brain can reasonabout identifying the object. Nevertheless the �rstbasic perceptual images o�ered a useful cue aboutthe nature of the moving object.
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Figure 1: Proposed architecture: the cognitive pro-cessor and the perceptual processor generate gen-eralized images (GIM) and vectors of desirability(VD). The former is marked by the later, while thelater indexes the former.The architecture shown in �gure 1 illustrates thediscussed ideas. Note that the words objects andimages are used interchangeably here, althoughthey mean the same concept in this context.Conclusions and future workThe purpose of this paper has two aspects: tosupport the idea that, since the mechanisms ofemotion play a fundamental role in human ratio-nality, machine intelligence should also incorpo-rate such mechanisms; and second, to propose thatsuch functionality can be achieved with a double-processing paradigm| a cognitive and a perceptualow of information, and a mechanism that bindsthese two representations together.It can be argued that machine intelligence mustfollow a distinct path of development than the hu-man, since it is based on di�erent grounds (com-puters are mostly serial processing devices withstrong e�ciency concerns, while the human brainis massively parallel with substantial redundancy).However, it is known that when the human brainperforms search (for the purpose of decision mak-ing), and certain cortex zones entangled with emo-tion become damaged (namely the frontal lobes),the subject becomes unable to decide appropri-ately (e.g. the case of Elliot described in Damasio'sbook, chap. 3, (Damasio, 1994)). This resemblesthe behavior of traditional search algorithms fac-ing complexity. We wonder if the solutions found
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